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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
06/01/16  

Some value found on the gold charts but the Dollar rules  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD +1.30, SILVER +4.10, PLATINUM -1.60  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were weaker overnight 
with the Hang Seng managing to claw out a minimal gain. Overnight the 
markets saw an up-tick in UK May manufacturing PMI but that news was 
countervailed by OECD warnings of "faltering" economic growth. In other economic news the markets saw 
declining PMI results from the Euro zone and Russia. The US economic calendar begins with a weekly look at 
MBA mortgage applications. Data out of Canada provides May RBC manufacturing PMI, which came in at 52.2 in 
April. A look at May ISM manufacturing is anticipated to have dipped from the 50.8 reading seen in April. The final 
US data window provides an April reading on US construction spending that is forecast to have quickened from 
the +0.3% month over month increase recorded in March. May US auto sales are to be released throughout the 
session and are expected to match the 17.4 million annualized rate seen in April. The Fed releases their Beige 
Book report of regional economic conditions during the early afternoon hours.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Once the 2nd-tier and 3rd-tier data points were released yesterday, gold saw a recovery bounce which would 
seem to confirm the importance of Dollar action in the precious metals trade. With the gold market managing 
additional recovery action to start today it is clear that weaker Dollar action has partially changed the general view 
toward gold. We do think that the ebb and flow of the June Fed watch has started well ahead of the actual Fed 
meeting and with the US Non-farm payroll report due out at the end of this week Fed mongering is likely to be 
center stage. Early expectations call for a non-farm payroll gain of only 155,000 and that type of reading should 
make it difficult to raise the odds of a June hike especially with the uncertainly of the UK vote in the equation until 
the end of the month. Given that the net spec and fund long (adjusted to Tuesday's lows) probably pulled the long 
position down well below +200,000, the gold market is in a significantly less vulnerable technical position. As we 
suggested in Tuesday's coverage, the market appears to be find a bottom with August gold testing and rejecting 
levels just above $1,200. As we also indicated yesterday the market should be viewing the prospect of improving 
Indian gold demand, especially given that the Indian GDP reading yesterday showed very impressive growth 
acceleration of +7.6%! Overnight gold derivative holdings declined by 15,656 ounces while silver derivative 
holdings increased by 68,918 ounces.  
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PLATINUM  
Like gold, the platinum market showed another initial range down washout to start the week but it was able to 
reject that slide and climb back toward the prior session's high overnight. Therefore, the bear camp might feel a 
little threatened from a technical perspective but we also think that favorable Indian GDP readings, ongoing 
strength in crude oil and initial declines in the Dollar should provide industrial commodities the capacity to 
consolidation just above their recent lows. Unlike gold and silver, open interest in platinum has generally declined 
from the tail end of the May washout and that might signal less aggressive short-interest in the platinum complex 
ahead. With palladium rallying and platinum falling during the Tuesday action, it is also possible that some long 
platinum/short palladium spread players are giving up and that might also signal a capitulation of sorts by a 
portion of the PGM bull camp. In conclusion, July platinum looks to avoid aggressive liquidation and it might have 
found a somewhat solid bottom if it can respect critical pivot point support today at $969.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
We see further evidence of a low with the gold action yesterday. We also think that even numbers of $1,200 
brought in some buyers or at least prompted some shorts to bank profits. However, to put the gold market back 
on a consistently positive footing probably requires a trend change in the Dollar. In order to prompt a trend 
change in the Dollar might require dovish Fed commentary and/or a chain of softer than expected US data points 
ahead. Therefore technical and fundamentals might be expected to bang heads in gold until the payroll report 
Friday sets the next wave of reactions in gold and silver. On additional weakness today, look to buy some August 
gold calls for a potential Friday mid-morning recovery attempt.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
06/01/16  
The bears regain control with the May lows in sight  

 

GENERAL: The copper market waffled around both sides of unchanged to start 
the trading week, but it has clearly favored the downward tilt this morning. 
Strength in the Dollar and slack Dallas Manufacturing data yesterday sparked 
some fresh selling and that selling extended in London overnight because of 
disappointing Chinese factory readings. However, open interest remains very 
high which could suggest that the pre-existing short positioning is being joined 
by additional sellers. The bull camp has to be a little discouraged that copper prices weren't able to rally 
aggressively in the wake of news yesterday that Chinese March copper imports jumped significantly. The market 
has also discounted news that Chinese March zinc imports jumped by 73% over month-ago levels as that speaks 
to better base metals demand in China!  
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TODAY’S MARKET IDEAS 
Critical pivot point support in the July copper contract is $2.0650 with uptrend channel support at $2.0765 violated 
earlier today. Near-term upside resistance is lowered to $2.0845 and we can't rule out a near term dip down to the 
mid-May consolidation lows of $2.0540 especially in the face of a recovery in the Dollar and or weak US 
scheduled data. Keep in mind the net spec and fund short is already massive in copper and a return to the May 
lows could produce a fresh record short!  
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